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WE'RE ON TRACK!
Welcome to your very exciting March Predator Free Newsletter!
Over the next couple of weeks tītīpounamu/riflemen (featured in last month's newsletter) are being
translocated from Wainuiomata forests to ZEALANDIA - te Māra a Tāne. Hopefully they will like their new
home at ZEALANDIA and grow in numbers over the next few years. It will be amazing hearing their
chirping calls and see these tiny birds, that weigh less than a $1 coin, fluttering through the canopy.
We're also getting closer to turning Te Motu Kairangi/Miramar peninsula into a safe haven for our taonga
- our native wildlife. It's lovely to see how the community is coming together for this kaupapa, and you
are all part of it! A world-first project, something that has never been done before and will change how
urban areas will be viewed as part of nature.

Supported by:

This is a newsletter for primary students in the Predator Free Wellington
Schools Programme. It is aimed at all students at schools taking part in
the programme on and around the Miramar peninsula. Any questions or
queries, please have a look on the www.pfw.org.nz website, or send an
email to education@visitzealandia.com

STORY OF THE MONTH

Caring for our birds
With native birds increasing in number in
Wellington, spreading out from the "mother ship"
ZEALANDIA and into your backyards, we need to think
about how we can best care for these wild animals.

Some birds are more susceptible than others to getting into
trouble by being close to humans. Birds that live mainly on the
ground (like tīeke/saddleback pictured down below), and birds
that are really inquisitive such as Kākā (NZ Bush Parrot)
are good examples.
Kākā are not quite as cheeky as their cousins the Kea on
Te Waipounamu/The South Island but they still like to get into a bit of mischief being
members of the parrot family. In their quest for things to eat they can pick up things
that can make them sick. Lead nails on old houses taste really sweet to them so they
can try to take a bite out of these. Like humans, lead is not good for Kākā. If the
poisoning is not discovered in time, and the bird taken to a vet (e.g. Te Kōhanga/The
Nest at Wellington Zoo) they are at risk of dying from eating the lead.

Another thing that can make kākā sick is eating human food. If they get fed (or steal) human
food, e.g. nuts, it can disturb the mineral balance in their bodies and they can get something
called 'metabolic bone disease'. This disease makes the bones in their skeleton grow soft
which means that they are easily broken. It can also make their beaks grow wonky so they
can't eat. If the disease is left untreated it can kill them.

To be safe - it is best not feed kākā or any other birds any human food! Instead, you can
plant native trees that have lots of nectar in the flowers and plenty of fruit for them to
eat. This is the best way to safely enjoy the manu/birds in your backyard!
Please watch this video on how to keep kākā safe!

https://youtu.be/yRzLYPJ0q7Y

UPDATE ON THE LATEST STATS

As many of you are still setting things up, no new data has been reported. These are the totals from 2018.
Percentage of tracking
tunnels with mammalian
foot prints.

Number of rats caught in total since
start of trapping in term 1 2018.

28

76%

Number of mice caught in total since
start of trapping in term 1 2018.

Term 1
2018

Number of traps in schools, some
active, some not.

55
Number of times traps have been
checked in total since start of
trapping in term 1 2018.

49
780

Total number of tūī spotted in
bird counts during 2018

16
Number of bird
counts in 2018:

3

8

Maximum number of wētā
spotted in a week in all
hotels in 2018.

Number of
wētā hotels:

2

ANIMAL OF THE MONTH

Kōkopu taiwhara / Banded kōkopu
Galaxias fasciatus

Kōkopu taiwhara is one of the five native fish species that we catch as
babies and eat as whitebait. You can find them in streams and wetlands
around Aotearoa, most often quite close to the coast. As an endemic
species they can only be found here in Aotearoa, and nowhere else.
That makes them pretty special! They are quite common, but have
disappeared from some of the areas around the country where there
used to be heaps, e.g. where wetlands have been drained, forests have
been cleared or where trout have been introduced.
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They usually grow to around 20-25 cm long, sometimes up to 30cm. The juveniles are really good
climbers and can climb up waterfalls and other vertical surfaces as long as the surfaces are wet. Kōkopu
don't have any scales on their body (which most other fish do), but instead have a thick, leathery skin
covered in mucus. They live for at least nine years, possibly longer. The bands/stripes on their sides (that
have given the fish their name) can almost be used as a fingerprint. Over several years it can be used to
identify the fish and it can be a good help for us if we want to monitor how the banded kōkopu are doing.
Kōkopu taiwhara, as well as the other whitebait species, rely on streams with lots of tree cover and native
grasses and shrubs on the sides of the stream to live and breed in. When they spawn they attach their
eggs to the grass straws (like the pūkio below). After the eggs hatch the babies get washed out to sea and
spend their first 3-4 months there before they migrate inland to streams and wetlands, where they spend
the rest of their lives. Juveniles can even smell where the adults are living, and will seek out those areas
when they migrate up from the sea. If the stream sides are bare, or even filled with concrete, there's
nothing to attach the eggs to or hide under. Restoring streams and wetlands will help kōkopu rediscover
those areas where it's been hard for them to live in and where they might have disappeared from.
PLANT OF THE MONTH

Pūkio / Pūrei / Makura grass
Carex secta

A common native sedge (=a grasslike plant) that often grows in wet
spots with full sun, but can also tolerate dryer spots with some shade.
Older plants can grow like a tower and form a trunk-shape up to 1 m
tall. They really like their feet wet and are a perfect plant to plant in
ponds and wetlands to help those areas recover. It doesn't like when
the water is fast flowing though, but instead prefers still water that
doesn't tickle their roots too much.
Pūkio provide good shelter for lizards when planted on dryer ground.
When growing in wetter areas it provides shelter and spawning
grounds for all the fish that live in those waters.
They're easy to plant and look really beautiful when they get a bit
bigger.
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PŪKANA!

Have you ever played the Pūkana game/Te Ringaringa Kēmu? It's a way to get your energy pumping
and have some fun!
Online instructions:
You need five or more people.
https://youtu.be/TUOjDX1xysI
Everyone stands in a circle.
Everyone slaps their hands on their thighs to keep the rhythm.
The caller/leader starts out by chanting "Ringaringa pakia! Show me your pūkana!"
Everyone does their best pūkana.
The caller continues: "Tēnei te kēmu, pūkana pūkana, raiti hī, raiti hā, pūkana pūkana pūkana!"
The caller then "sends" the pūkana either mauī/left or matau/right by pointing with both arms in the
direction they're sending it in, while doing pūkana and shouting "Pūkana!".
The next person has to respond in rhythm and continue sending it either left or right to a person next
to them. Try to confuse the others by changing direction once in a while.
You can send it across the circle to the other side of the ring by pointing (with heaps of energy) at a
person and shouting "Aue!". The person being pointed at need to "catch/block" the pass by raising
their underarms up and shout "Hī!" (remember te reo pronunciation), and then sending it to the
person next to them on either left or right side by doing a pūkana in left or right direction.
Whoever misses their turn or does their pūkana off rhythm is out.
When someone is out you start over from the start. When the circle gets too small you get everyone
back again and start over.

Some pūkana
game videos to get inspiration from:

https://youtu.be/Fm46AAJT6Bo
https://youtu.be/JvZd4OMr780
THIS MONTH'S EDITOR

Karin from ZEALANDIA
This month's newsletter has been put together by Karin, the
Predator Free Wellington Schools Facilitator who is based at
ZEALANDIA. In her spare time she likes to go hiking, spend
time with trees and wildlife and hang out with her 4 pet
sheep. From now on she is looking forward to reading all the
newsletters that will be put together by all of you!

He rau ringa e oti ai

